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Fighting manga like baki

Keisuka Itagaki's Baki the Grappler manga adaptation and the sequel to the 2001 TAC Group series, Netflix's Granny debuted its second season on June 4, 2020. While the streaming service's first season of anime covered the arc of Death's most decidedly convicted, a brutal drug-inducement in which
five high-profile criminals headed to Japan in hopes of tasting defeat, season two revolves around a Chinese martial arts tournament that attracts the world's strongest fighters. Granny is a brutal martial anime who pulls no punches when it comes to his fight scenes. While there are very few shows like it,
there are other anime that should be able to scratch the itch left by the Netflix series. 10 Kenichi: The Mightiest Blend discipleing martial arts with lots of comedy, Kenichi: The Mightiest Disciple is a very entertaining anime that spawned 50 episodes back in the 2000s. Centering around a bullied high
school student, Kenichi, who decides to join a dojo run by a fellow student's grandfather, he dives anime deep into protagonist training while also containing many top battles. As anime finished his run before completely mowing down the manga, Kenichi is still in his infancy as a martial artist, although the
series allows the hero to go up against various tough opponents. 9 Fist Of The North Star Rightly hailed as a classic, The Northern Star's Fist of Influence can be seen in almost any martial anime. Set in a post apocalyptic world similar to the one found in Mad Max, Hokuto no Ken follows Kensist, a
martial artist who knows exactly where to hit someone to cause the loss of body parts in a graphic (and magnificent) way. A handful of the original North Star anime was broadcast during the 80s and, of course, dated with animation; That said, the writing and characters are still generally great. TMS
Entertainment's five-film series, Fist of the North Star: The Legends of the True Savior, is also worth checking out. 8 Fighting the Spirit of Baki is a street fight a completely different beast from fighting spirit boxing, but battles share a lot of things in common. Both are visceral, extremely violent and largely
reduced to a test of will and technical knowledge. Grandma's 2001 anime. In the case of the Fighting Spirit, Ipp Makunouchi's physical and mental training takes center stage during different seasons of anime. 7 Charging! Men's Private School While Granny can't exactly be called a high school anime, the
setting is occasionally found during the series. Conversely, Sakigake!! Otokojuku takes place almost entirely within Otokojuku, a private school defined by the military mindset. In this delinquent school, the pecking order is through manly and unyiey fights. Like Grandma, Sakigake! Otokojuku is very proud
to base his action on real martial arts schools. In addition to being just fun, both anime deliver expertly choreographed sequences of struggle that walk the line between absurdity and authenticity. 6 Drifters Set in a strange and fantastical country where famous historical figures are put together to engage
in a war featuring drifters versus ends, drifters is a blood-soaked action series like no other. After tasting death, Toyohisa Shimazu embarks on an unexpected adventure that sees him align himself with Nobunaga Odom and go up against the particularly crazy Jeanne d'Arc, among others. Similar to
grandma, drifters revolve around characters who want to outdo each other in battles to the death. While the focus is on guns rather than hand-to-hand combat, drifter scenes are just as exciting as those found in Netflix's anime. 5 Tenjou Tenge In general, Baki's characters are driven by a desire to be the
strongest in the world. That's why they engage in (mostly) competitions without a ban that will definitely shorten their lives, if not end them. Tenjho Tenge basically has the same premise, albeit on a much smaller scale. Nagi and Bob Makihara want to be the best fighters at Toudou Academy, a high school
dedicated to martial arts. The couple quickly realize that they are incomparable to their peers, which only serves to motivate them even more. 4 Yu Yu Hakusho Based on the manga of Yoshihiro Togashi, the author behind Hunter x Hunter, Yu Yu Hakusho is a classic anime about a delinquent detective
transformed into a ghost and many of the demons he encounters. After an initial season that introduces the key characters of the story and the basics of surrendering this universe, season two revolves around the Dark Tournament, an unforgiving underground competition driven by greed and survival.
The Dark Tournament saga is a contender for the best tournament bow in anime history and must keep an eye on Baki's fans. Season 3 is also excellent. 3 Basilisk In Basilisk, the clans of Iga and Kouga almost always hated each other. After a brief period of peace, they end up in contention once more
when they both lay claim to being next in line for the shogun spot. Of course, the only way to solve such a puzzle is to engage in a deadly battle royale pitting 10 members of both clans against each other. Kennosuke Kouga and Oboro Iga are in love in the middle of this fight. 2 JoJo's bizarre adventure
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure has become something of a cultural phenomenon and deserves all the attention it has shown. Divided into sections that go back to different generations of Joestar lineage, JoJo's Bizarre Adventure is likely hitting its stride in its third chapter, Stardust Crusaders. That said, it's
decent from the start. Although not so violent Bizarre adventure battles are usually gruelling physical and mental encounters, with most revolving around mind games. Larger-than-life characters, solid writing and great animation are just three other reasons to check out this series. 1 Kengan Ashura Also
available on Netflix, Kengan Ashura should be a no-brainer when it comes to Granny fans. While animation style takes a little getting used to, Kengan Ashura hits the ground running in every other department. In this universe, business deals are decided through underground battles, with each company
having a representative. For Granny's fans, this basically means kengan ashura takes place in shobun ron's backstory. Most of the anime revolves around the Kengan Annihilation Tournament, a competition to determine the new president of the association that sets up these attacks. Kengan Ashura pits
martial artists, wrestlers, serial killers, and all sorts of fighters in tightly choreographed and vicious battles. It's rarely easy to watch, but anime is never anything less than fun. NEXT: 10 Anime You Must Watch If You Love Fighting Games Next 10 Upcoming Anime Sequels in 2021 Related Topics Lists



anime Granny Yu Hakusho Baki's anime adaptation based on manga By Granny Grappler, which was released in the '90s. The style of the series is much less floral than that of other shounen known in the martial arts genre. At the heart of the story is 17-year-old Baki Hanma, who won the Subway martial
arts tournament (outside of official competitions) and earned the title of legend. The plot begins when five death row inmates escape from their prisons in different parts of the world, Baki.In to face this battle, four martial arts masters will join the protagonist, resulting in a conflict in which morality will play a
major role. This is a very exciting anime to watch. Here are more anime like Granny enjoy, with similar plots and action scenes: Martial Arts Anime similar to Grandma: 1. Fist Of The North Star (Hokuto no Ken) In the year 199X The country became a hostile environment for its inhabitants. Some good
ones, like water, have become the most precious commodity. On the other hand, the most powerful now rule the world, and force has become a very important and valued element. This situation takes a 180-degree turn at a moment when the fist of the Northern Star, a warrior known to be the heir to the
most powerful martial art that has ever existed, makes his presence felt. He'll carry on his shoulders the weight of hope for the entire planet. A timeless classic, for martial arts lovers anime like Granny this will be a real treat. Also recommend: Anime Like The God of High School Anime follows professional
wrestler Tokita Ohma (aka Ashura), who participates in Kengan matches. These are the fights in which major companies pay fighters to solve professional he breaks onto the stage and destroys his opponents with ease. His skill and ability to destroy his opponents attracts the attention of many inside the
arena, with many fighters standing in line to confront him. Ashura eventually fights on behalf of Yamashita Trading Co. and participates in the Kengan Annihilation Tournament.Whoever wins the tournament gets to keep everything and take home what they want. It's available on Netflix like Granny. Also
recommend: Anime like demon killer 3. Basilisk (Basilisk: Kouga Ninpou Chou) History takes us back to the Keich era, a period in which the rivalry between two ninja clans that have been at odds with each other for more than 400 years is told. There's a lot of hatred that both groups have for each other.
An attempt to bring the two clans closer marred the arrival of Ieyasu Tokugawa, the shogun of the time. His goal is to use two ninja villages in a competition to the death to choose his successor. Highly addictive anime that will give you loads of action, making it the perfect alternative if you want more fight
anime like Granny. Also recommend: Anime Like Bungou Stray Dogs Drifters have Shimaza Toyohisa, a 16th-century royal samurai. However, in his moment of agony, Shimazu was transported to a magical world full of famous warriors from all over human history. That's where all these legendary fighters
will have to face off in an endless battle. As the apple doesn't fall far from the tree, and although our protagonists aren't immortal and mamping vampires, drifters also have very good action and is full of spectacular moments. Also recommend: Anime Like One Punch Man 5. Fighting Spirit (Hajime no Ippo)
This anime presents us with the evolution of Makunouchi Ipp, a young man who decides to become a boxer. He is considered weak and unsaid, and once a day he decides to put it all behind him and show that he can be better. Fighting the Spirit is a journey full of unforgettable moments. You'll encounter
both comic scenes that are extremely hilarious, and dramatic scenes that will keep you a little bit into it. To this can be added a representation of incredible battles, which increase in intensity and finally reach the final battle that manages to be truly special. This is an anime focused on Ippo's personal
growth, which is cuddly and full of life's teachings. Another incredible grandma-like boxing anime that will keep you glued to the screen. Also recommend: Anime Like Vinland Saga More Anime shows to watch if you like 'Grandma' 14. Foreigner's sword
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